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Abstract: The electronic road safety system is presented in this paper, which can prevent automobile theft 

by using GPS and GSM technology. This system provides security by using ignition cut off mechanism. 

GSM technology is used to assist the owner in critical situations like theft by sending an alert message to 

the owner. If the ignition is switched on by an unauthorized individual then owner can respond by 

switching off the ignition by replaying to the GSM module. The proposed framework can call paramedics 

in the case of an accident. 
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1. Introduction 

The method of detecting illegal utilization of automobiles is called theft detection. This system 

increases the security and reliability for future uses. It is the universal problem. The designing of theft 

detection system is used to prevent vehicles, which is stolen. This device is the integration of car alarm 

and engine debilitate. The function of this system is to detect automobiles in case of theft and send an 

SMS which is automatically generated. 

From records of police, last year, about three thousand and eight hundred fifty-six (3,856) cars were 

stolen from Pakistan. The cars which are untraced are almost five hundred ninety-eight (598). Many 

people show their irresponsible behavior regarding their life, wealth and even the security of their 

automobiles. It is actually the responsibility of the owner to protect his/her automobile themselves. 

Problems are faced specially to the citizens who cannot install tracking device or anti-theft device in 

their luxury vehicles. As in developing countries like Pakistan parking issues are faced due to which a 

person parks his/her car anywhere. This is also one cause of the automobile theft so to easily connect 

with police or other networks of crime this device of theft detection is very useful. The owner cannot 

remain around his/her car so definitely they need some authentic system to do so. 

The manufacturing cost of our proposed model is much cheap so mostly everyone can easily afford it. 

This is a very simple model which helps to protect the automobiles of the owner. In the vehicle, the 

tracking device includes GSM (Global system for mobile) and GPS (Global positioning system). 

Mainly module of GSM and GPS receiver is controlling the entire system with the help of Arduino. 

GSM used to transmit the SMS to the user and GPS used to receive the SMS and detecting it. GSM 

sends the message to Arduino and Arduino reads the whole message string carefully then compare the 

received message string to the predefined message. If both messages compared, then system will 

perform the corresponding function. It is useful for the owner that an automated system of tracking 

vehicle is being facilitated. 

2. Literature Study 

Results taken from both the system integration testing and acceptance evaluation shows the proposed 

system  can  be  deployed  and  used  as preventing  vehicle  theft  and  as  a authentic tool for missing or 

stolen vehicles[1]. This system contains GSM, alarming buzzer and solenoid valve to cut off the fuel 

supply for the engine. If a thief wants to turn on the ignition of the engine the microcontroller sends the 

command to GSM to send a text message to the authorize person [2]. In this paper a technique explained 

to overcome issue of existing situation of insecurity. In this the vehicle is identified, controlled and 

connected updates with Internet in a simple way [3]. The framework ceaselessly following the running 

vehicle and report the area to proprietor. When the theft is identified, authorized person sends message to 

the microcontroller, then microcontroller issue the command to stop the motor [4]. This project able to 

avoid the accident .an accelerometer and force sensor will be used in vehicle alarm system so that rash 

driving can be detected .it is useful as a crash detector of vehicle during and after crash. With commands 

from an accelerometer, a severe accident can be detected [5]. This system designed to call the emergency 

center about the accident to provide paramedics by using accelerometer and MSP430 [6]. The objective of 

this paper is to start up a Vehicle accidental monitoring system using adxl 335, Global positioning system 

and Global system for mobile Technology. The system contains of accelerometer, MCU, GPS & GSM 

Module support in sending message [7]. This system working on a gyroscope, adxl335, GPS & GSM and 

auto dialer. The MPU6050 sensor detects the occurrence of accident with the help of 3-axis gyroscope 

and 3-axis accelerometer. With the auto dialer feature, the family of the victim is informed [8]. The 
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accident detection system design informs the police control room or any other emergency calling system 

about the accident [9]. 

In VANET each vehicle communicates with another vehicle that is, where the vehicle to vehicle 

communication takes place [10]. Raspberry Pi controls Sensors data of Passive Infra-Red (PIR) motion 

sensor, pressure sensor, gas sensor, including Global Positioning System (GPS), Pi camera, buzzer and a 

Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) display are collected by embedded Linux system [11]. The traffic sections 

are formed in a secure network by using NRF which gathers the information of the stolen vehicle and 

passes to the other traffic section [12]. 

3. Methodology 

 While inserting the key and turn it on then through Android App, we can send the SMS to the system 

module. The mobile system is responsible to send commands and these commands are already defined in 

program of the system. The commands like engine off and engine on are used to control the engine. Block 

diagram shows that Arduino is the heart of model (Figure 1), reset the Arduino UNO then we required 

that led of GPS blink which is connected to satellites. The LED of GPS should blink if it is not in blinking 

mode, so the GPS data is not getting the position. After that GPS data is shown on 16*2 LCD. The 

blinking of GPS indicates longitude and latitude of GPS regarding of its position. 16*2 LCD display that 

the GPS is initialize 

.  

Figure 1: Block Diagram 

The next part is to initialize the GSM module. LCD display shows that the SIM card of GSM is ready for 

working. While the entire system is in progress of initialization so at that time no key is inserted. The 

system is in normal condition. It is completely dependent upon the owner whether he/she can on or off 

ignition system. By switching ignition system on and off our vehicle gets on and off. There are three main 

objectives theft, rash driving and accident detecting 
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.  

Figure 2: Communication b/w vehicle and Owner 

Theft detection: 

When the key is inserted by an unauthorized person, so buzzer will starts beeping. Arduino Uno extract 

the    location coordinates from GPS and with the help of GSM, a message “Somebody taken the vehicle 

location coordinates Latitude XXYYZZ, N Longitude AABBCC, E” will be received by owner. By 

putting that coordinate on Google map, we can easily trace the vehicle. Owner has such authority that to 

stop the engine by replying “Engine off” to the GSM (Figure 2). Arduino sense the command and stop the 

supply of the engine. When the supply of the engine becomes off then no one will able to start the vehicle. 

Now GSM will again send message to the owner that engine is stopped and also give the information 

about current location.   

Accident Detection: 

In this task ADXL335 is used to sense accident. For this purpose, if a sudden change in any axis of 

ADXL335 like X, Y and Z directions are predefined. 

 

Figure 3: Communication b/w crashed vehicle and emergency services 

When an incident happens then car gets tilt and through ADXL335 will get sudden change the values of 

axis. These values are compared by Arduino and check whether if any change occurs then Arduino will 

extract longitude and latitude from GPS module. Send SMS to defined number which is used to call 
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emergency services with the location where accident happened (Figure 3). So from that we can easily 

rescue the passengers.  

If car is driven rashly then Arduino carry random values from ADXL335 and compare these values to 

reference values. If this condition does not fulfill then the message is generated with location of vehicle 

and send to it to owner. Now it is dependent on owner whether he/she can switch vehicle on and off 

supply engine.  

4. Results 

Vehicle accident detection is performed by ADXL 335 sensor which detects “SHAKE”, “TAP” 

OR “TILT” of the corresponding vehicle. These conditions are actions of an accident 

 (Figure 4(b) Received Text).  

 

 

Figure 4: (a) Google map (b) Received Text 

 

 When sensor detects these Conditions it certainly stop the supply of fuel to motor which HALTS/STOPS 

the vehicle prevent further explosion. After this the system sends GPS data to the mobile terminal. In 

order to determine the position of the vehicle, we can put position coordinates on Google map to get the 

current location of vehicle (Figure 4(a) Google map). 

In a case, where the vehicle is theft by someone then a SMS with body as “motoroff” is sent from mobile  
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Figure 5: (a) Received text of Taken vehicle (b) Android App 

When that SMS received by the system STOPS the engine and sends the GPS data to the mobile terminal. 

Immediately after receiving GPS data one has to open the android application regarding this. This app 

automatically positions the location according to the received data (Figure 5(b) Android App). 

5.  Conclusion 

After implementation, we can observe that this module is capable of performing theft detection, rash 

driving, tracking and accident detection. There are some limitations in the project which acts as a major 

hindrance in making the project more robust. The product is designed by using Arduino, GSM, GPS 

modules. When latitude and longitude values collected so they put into Google map site so location of 

that vehicle could possible to found. This product provides possibility so that only the authorized user can 

access vehicle. After completion of project it is expected that the rate of stolen vehicle should stop further 

through implementation. Another main functionality of the project is to decrease hazards of accidents. 

Whenever accident is detected paramedics are called particular location to safe life. 

To improve this model for better efficiency, with the help of image processing we will further improve 

the model by a Camera and Pattern Recognition by a finger print sensors. This is another feature which 

will place inside the vehicles and use ignition key unlock as well as finger print, used as a second input 

for the user. Secondly by using image processing technique, we can place the camera inside the vehicle. It 

can help to resist the unauthorized person by clicking the image of persons and send data to the owner for 

more security. 
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